Business Support
as a Service
As a business owner, you fight a constant battle for performance while trying to get access to
knowledge and experience at the same time. The process can be both lonely and challenging. While
you are taking care of your company, you might need an extra pair of hands to help you deal with day to
day business challenges and support you in making right decisions.


SEEBA offers you continuous support and access to knowledge. We act as your business partner and
provide the tools you need to excel. During our partnership, we will impart you with up to date
information relevant to your business, giving you inputs for your decision making process. Our support is
ongoing and it can last as long as you need it, based on your demands and preferences. Normally our
clients subscribe to time periods from twelve months to three years. We offer you flexibility in all the
aspects of our cooperation.

We analyse

We create
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We implement

We manage

Within our service package, we offer a set of several business assessment tools that result in creating a
carefully designed roadmap for reaching your goals. The aim of Business Support service is to help you
undertake the stated steps and implement the given outcomes in a sustainable way to achieve the
long-term results regardless of the type of troubled area. Whether you want to work on a specific
project or enjoy the general support in all aspects of your business, our personal approach is designed
to satisfy your needs and bring optimal solutions.


So far we have helped business owners reach their goals, boards to validate decisions and managers to
get access to the best and brightest experts. We will allocate a dedicated expert who will support you in
your decisions and be the best friend to your business’ success.

You will be able to follow the performance based on previously defined KPIs, checklists and guidance in
general. 


SEEBA helps you look forward and predict the next step in your business.

Our clients speak the best for themselves about their experience with SEEBA.

There are many companies whose journey we were happy to support and which we continue to push
forward and encourage to constantly improve. 

Here is what some of them have to say about our service:

“With SEEBA´s help we went from an idea to a fast growing start-up. The strategic and
hands-on help that we received helped us accelerate our growth and reach our goals.” 

Elin Moliment, founder of MyMolimenti
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“With the help of SEEBA, we created a long-term sustainable plan and strategy for our
transition from traditional operations to the next generation of competence development
companies. They also helped us implement our strategy and follow up the outcome. SEEBA has
been the key to our digital transformation, from business support to practical implementation 

of tools and systems.
Among other things, we have created a completely new platform for our courses and started to
develop an ecosystem for digital courses and education. This is now the hub for both sales,
communication, participants, customers and partners.
The collaboration with SEEBA has given us tools, competence and valuable guidance. They have
been responsive to what we want and have taken good care of us. A long-term business partner.”

Anica Avelin, CEO at VetaBolaget
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www.seeba.se

info@seeba.se

